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I. Introduction

"What is the American, this new man?"' J. Hector St. John de Creve-
coeur, a French immigrart to North America, pointedly raised this question
in the 1780s. We Americans today are still asking it and searching for
answers through civic education in our schools and society.'

From the 1780s to the 1980s, we Americans, the inventors and sus-
tainers of a nation of immigrants, have been concerned and sometimes
confounded about our national identity and the civic commitments that it
entails. A ccording to Lawrence Cremin, our leading historian of education,
"Two hundred years after they had made their Revolution, Americans were
still in the process of defining what it meant to be an American and hence
what they were prepared to teach themselves and their children. . . ."'

In this quest for national identity and civic commitments, we Ameri-
cans have looked to values in our most revered public documents (e.g.,
the Declaration of Independence, U.S. Constitution, Federalist Papers, Lin-
coln's Gettysburg Address and Second Inaugural Address, and Martin
Luther King's "I Have a Dream' oration). Attachment to these civic valu.
presumably defines what it means to be a responsible citizen in a nation
marked by ethnic and racial diversity. Thus, Richard Rodriguez, a prize-
winning writer says: "I am brown and of Mexican ancestors, one gener-
ation into this country. I claim Thomas Jefferson as a cultural foretather."'

Rodriguez's view is reflected in this recent statement of the American
Jewisn Committee: "Pluralism works only if all groups remain committed
to the concept of a single national identity. . . . Many cultures thrive here
because they share a common civic commitment to the natiu., and its
gox ernment. It is this acceptance of a unifying civic authority that males
r :.,,,sible the acculturation of new immigrants into the American polity."

Should transmission of common civic values and commitments to our
,,ociety be a major goal of schools in the United States? Public opinion polls
and survey research studies suggest that most Americans want commonly-
accepted civic values and moral standards to be part of the curriculum of
schools.6 And prominent proposals for reform and improvement of Amer-
ican schools stress the necessity of "education for democracy" (for example,
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see the report of the Education for Democracy Project).- Both the general
public and particular educators are concerned about the relationships of
schools and society to the civic values and attitudes of students, which
point to the main questions and topics treated in the rest of this paper.

What are the effects of the curriculum and classroom instruction on
civic values and attitudes of American youth? How do the structure and
climate of the school affect the civic values and attitudes of students? How
are the teaching and learning of civic values and attitudes in school related
to civic education in the society outside the school? These questions are
addressed in terms of three topics:"

classroom-level effects on civic values and attitudes;
school-level effects on civic values and attitudes;,
schoolisociety effects on civic values and attitudes.



II. Classroom-level Effects

Classroom-level effects refer to direct and indirect teaching and learn-
ing in the classroom throug' ormal courses of study. They also pertain
to the degrees of classroom freedom and security that students perceive
con :erning expression of information and ideas on controversial topics and
issues.

Most American youth are exposed to formal study of civic values,
attitudes, and behavior at least three times in secondary school: in a junior
high or middle school American history course, in a high school American
history course, and in a high school government or civics course. Many
students are also taught about civic values, attitudes, and behavior in
special elective courses in law-related education. The following discussion
is a very brief summary of the research literature on the apparent effects
of these classroom-level experiences on civic values and attitudes.'"

There is little doubt that the standard curriculum in social studies
fundamentally contributes to students' knowledge of values and behavior
associated with government, taw, politics, and citizenship. The most im-
portant instructional variables e. ear to involve students' exposure to course
content. Students' achievement of knowledge is strongly related to th-
number of courses taken, the scope and depth of topics studied, and the
amount of time spent on lessons in the classroom and in homework. Direct
and systematic procedures of instruction, involving authoritative direction
by the teacher, seem to enhance: learning of civic knowledge."

By contrast, direct teaching of knowledge about government and cit-
izenship through standard secondary school courses does not seem to have
a major impact on students' civic attitudes or values. However, analysis,
appraisal, and discussion of civic issues in a supportive classroom envi-
ronment seem to promote development of democratic attitudes and values.
Teachers increase their potential for developing democratic values and
attitudes among their students when they provide systematic instruction
in critical thinking about civic issues and create conditions for classroom
discussion of these issues that are conducive to free exchange of information
and ideas.'
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The formal curriculum and classroom instruction have little c r no effect
on the political participation of American youth and adults." In particular,
data from longitudinal studies indicate that exposure to social studies courses
in high school is not related to the kind or quantity of po'itical participation
by adults. Rather, it seems that socioeconomic status, and the civic values,
attitudes, and opportunities that accompany it, are directly associated with
levels and amounts of civic activities, which range from voting in public
elections to participating in political organizations."

It seems that there is ample room for improvement in the contributions
of the social studies curriculum and classroom instruction to students'
learning of civic values, attitudes, and behavior. The quantity and quality
of this learning are disappointing, as indicated by reports of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress and various other surveys of American
youth and adults. It seems that about half of the American student pop-
ulation graduates from high school with superficial knowledge of core civic
values and shallow commitments to them. In particular, American youth
and adults tend to lack knowledge of the Bill of Rights and its application
to cases in American history. And, although public attitudes about the Bill
of Rights are generally positive, support for certain liberties and rights
tends to markedly decline when they are applied to cases involving un-
popular minority groups or individuals:c Americans are also more likely
to be mere spectators and casual supporters than active participants in their
political system. And they tend to have misconceptions about how to
participate effectively in the political arena."'

One explanaticn for weak effects of the school curriculum on certain
aspects of civic learning is the poor quality of the content and pedagogy
to which students are exposed. After all, students' learning in the classroom
is dependent upon the substance, design, and manner of presentation of
their lessons. New programs in law-related education, for example, seem
to be promising means to improve classroom-level effects on students'
knowledge, values, and attitudes about responsible citizenship:-

1U
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III. School-level Effects

Let us suppose that a vastly improved curriculum is conceptualized,
validated through sound research, and implemented widely in schools.
We would still need to be concerned about how the school is organized
and managed, about the climate or ethos of the place, which may be as
important as what is taught in classrooms through formal courses of study.

Civic learning results from the interplay of academic experiences in
the classroom and practical experiences within the school. So non-class-
room attributes of schools--such as style of administration, executive or-
ganization, school governance, peer interactions, extra-curricular programs,
etc.are likely to profoundly affect civic values and attitudes of students.'"
The following brief synopsis of research findings and commentaries em-
phasizes alternative views and issues about school-level effects on certain
kinds of civic learning.'9

It is generally accepted that student participation in extracurricular
activities of the school is positively related to development of political
efficacy and propensities for participation in civic life outside the school.
And it seems that these student activities are much more influential than
formal classroom study in development of positive values and attitudes
about participation in public affairs.2°

There may be a positive relationship between "democratic school cli-
mate" and development of democratic political attitudes and behavior among
students." One experienced researcher claims: "School organizational and
governance climate is related to political attitudes of students. More par-
ticipant and less authoritarian climates are linked to more positive [dem-
ocratic] political attitudes and behavior of students.""

Some educators have used this "democratic school climate" research
to advocate active student involvement in decisions about school rules and
policies. For example, the Board of Directors of the National Council for
the Social Studies declared:"

It is not enough that schools preach democracy, they must practice it also
and be able to instruct through modeling. What is taught from textbooks
about the advantages of democracy should be exhibited within the school.

5
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Students should not be asked to accept the tenets of democracy on faith,
but rather they should be assisted to develop commitments based on
analysis and reason. Concurrently the school experience should provide
young people with an immediate example of a democratic system so that
they can feel the effects of democracy.

There is, however, another way of looking at schuol-level effects on
civic and moral learning; it is based on a growing body of research on
school climates and on character education that points to authoritative
leadership by administrators and teachers in behalf of democratic citizen-
ship goals. School-level characteristics that fit this position are

authoritative articulation and implementation by administrators and
teachers of a civic/moral code that reflects rights and responsibilities
of citizenship in a constitutional democracy;
strong instructional leadership in support of well-defined intellec-
tual, moral, and civic virtues that fit the prevailing civic/moral code;
clear and justifiable standards of behavior that are consistent with
the civic/moral code;
establishment of an orderly environment that supports intellectual
and moral development;
disciplinary policiescarried out emphatically, consistently, and
fairlywhich are compatible with the prevailing civic/moral code;
behavior of administrators and teachers that provides for students
positive models of responsible citizenship and sound character;
high expectations for both intellectual and moral development of all
students.24

Some educators have used this "effective schools and character edu-
cation" research to argue against conceiving of the school as a micro-
democracy. Rather, they propose school climates in which adults author-
itatively and unambiguously support core values of the community as
standards for responsible behavior in the school and as preparation for
democratic citizenship by students after lea% ing the school. Gerald Grant,
an investigator of school-level effects on students, says. "The essential
function of authority is to assure the united action of a multitude in the
pursuit of some common good"character development in preparation
for responsible citizenship in a constitutional democracy."

There is obvious agreement in the research literature about the im-
portance of school climate in development of civic/moral values, attitudes,
and behavior. There is also confusion and contradiction about the meaning
of key termssuch as "democratic sche iing"and about the relationships
between school-level practices and desired effects of civic education. Is it
possible that there are important elements of truth in both of the rival
conceptions of school climate and practice? If so, how might these elements
be synthesized? Is it likely that one or both of these conceptions is seriously
flawed? Given the critical importance of school -k'. ?l attributes in civic
education, we need renewed attention to the challenges of theory, research,
and practice in this field.26
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II,

IV. School/Society Effects

The curriculum and th, climate of a school do not wholly account for
what students learn, or do not learn, about civics or anything else. Other
social agencies also affect the intellectual and personal growth of youth
shaping v- 'Lies, attitudes, and behaviorsometimes in concert with the
school an _. at other times in conflict IA ail it. Schools function within a larger
society in which civic education is carried out through various agencies:
the family, church, mass medic_ of communication, formal and informal
groups of peers, government, etc.

What has beer he relative influence of these various social agencies
on the values and attitudes of American youth? A composite of eighteen
major studies ranking the force of various social agents on American ad-
olescents in 1960 and 1980 shows that parents, teachers, clergy, youth
leaders, and family r !latives lost influence during this twenty-year period.
During the same span of yt -s, three other social agents greatly increased
their impact on the character and citizenship of our youth. the electronic
media, print media, and peer groups.27

Consider the growing influence of television in the lives of young
Americans. the average high scho. 1 student spends about twenty-eight
hours a week watching television, but only four or five hours doing home-
work. About three-quarters of our tw elfth-grade students watch television
every day, but less than half of them include reading of books, magazines,
or newspapers in their daily routine.'" Of course, television can be a positive
or negate force in the education of youth, depending on flu_ quality of
programing and the extent to which it may reinforce or expand upon
worthwhile learning experiences in schools or other social agencies.

The relationships of civic education in schools to other social agencies
are critically important For example,, home-based reinforcement of school
rules, of homework policies, and of educational goals is strcngly associated
with galas in acauemic achievement and decline of negative behavior. This
parental reinforcement of thc school is more strongly ass Kiated with pos-
itiie outcomes than other factors, such as socioeconomic status 2" It is clear
that the family can function in tandem with the school as a major force in
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the shaping of character and citizenship, especially among children an
pre-adolescents.

What about other relationships between the school and the larger
society in the civic and moral education of American youth? Important
advocates of educational reform in the United States have proposed school-
based programs on community service as an important, or even a required,
part of civic education. Ernest Boyer, for example, proposes. "Beyond the
fo,--nal academic program the high school should help all students meet
their social and civic obligations. . . . [They] should complete a service
requirementa new Carnegie unitthat would involve them in volunteer
work in the community. . . ."1')

The rationale for school-based community service programs is that
students will develop posits e values and attitudes about civic affairs and
responsible citizenship, important skills of civic participation, and incli-
nations toward active involvement in the civic life of their community. Do
they?

The research literature suggests modest effects of school-based com-
munity service programs on the participants' sense of political efficacy,
interest in civic affairs, sense of civic duty, and skills in leadership and
followership. Program effects are greatest when educators provide "a reg-
ularly scheduled time for collective reflection on the experience."" In gen-
eral, close and clear connections between the formal program of studies
in school and civic action experiences in the community increase the pos-
itive effects on students' civic values, attitudes, and behavior:12 However,
theory, research, and practice about school-based community service pro-
grams are in an early stage of development and need to be improved."

8
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V. Conclusion

This brief survey of literature suggests some important tendencies of
Americans in their views about schools and society in the civic education
of our youth. We Americans tend to agree that civic education in schools
and society should emphasize core civic values of our constitutional de-
mocracyvalues associated with principles embedded in our most impor-
tant public documents. We want our youth to learn and internalize these
values, to express reasoned commitments to them, to behave consistently
with them.

We Americans tend to be disappointed in the performance of our
schools and other societal agents in educating our youth for responsible
citizenship in our constitutional democracy. We tend to be dismayed by
the results of national assessments of civic learning and concerned about
the rather weak impact of the school on the civic values, skills, dispositions,
habits, and knowledge of students.

We Americans tend to debate alternative positions about how the
school in concert with other social agencies should and can affect the
character and citizenship education of our youth. And we often are im-
patient with the ambiguity of theories and research as guides to practice.

We Americans of the 1980s, however, tend to agree that we must and
can improve education for responsible citizenship and that the school, in
concert with other societal agents, is the appropriate focus of our efforts.
This agreement is reflected in he closing paragraph of a compelling and
widely-supported report on principles of civic education in the United
States."

As citizens of a democratic republic, we are part of the noblest political
effort in history. Our children must learn and we must teach them, the
knowledge, values, and habits that will best protect and extend this
precious inheritance. Today we ask our schools to make a greater con-
tribution to that effort and we ask all Americans to help them do it.

In answering some questions on civic education, this statement raises
other questions. What blend of knowledge, values, and habits will "best
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protect and extend' our democratic heritage? How, exactly, should "our
schools make a greater contribution to that effort"? And how should "all
Americans [from various sectors of the society] help them do it"? What
should and can be the linkages between schools and other agents of society
in the civic education of American yath? These questions indicate basic
challenges for civic educators in their quest to improve the effects of school-
ing on the civic values and behavior of youth.

-; -11 0
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